The study attempts to test the agenda-building effects of the televised debate in the case of Taipei Mayor Election in 2014. The results indicate the existence of agenda-building effects of the candidates' speech in the televised debate: The performance of independent candidate Ko had successfully affect the press agenda, while the KMT candidate Lien had failed to make the issues of policies he stressed salient, only issues of personalities emphasized by the press. It is also found that these effects are not always consistent with media's blue/green partisan orientation, which implies a potential shift of public opinion in Taiwan society.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS Televised Debates and Political Campaign
The televised debate is of importance for it had substantial and lasting influence on voting, and even the voters who did not watch the television might also be affected by the messages from media or friends [1] . Given this knowledge, it is not surprising that political parties try to control or at least influence the media agenda [2] . However, the study presented evidence that not all of issues being emphasized by the Republican and Democratic candidates and parties were being emphasized by the newspapers and television networks studied [3] . And the issues which the candidates stressed most prominently were not the same as those displayed most prominently in the news [4] . The televised debate held for 2014 Taipei Mayor Election was influential which achieved the highest audience rating in history of Taiwan televised debates, nearly 2.3 million audience watched the debate [5] . Drawing from the previous studies above, we propose the research question as follow:
RQ: To what extent the Press coverage followed the issue agenda built by Ko and Lien in the televised debate respectively?
As previous studies found out, media are inclined to coverage candidates' personalities rather than proposed policies in televised debates [12] . The study of press images of candidates in 1994 Taipei Mayor Election also indicated that voters were more interested in candidates' personality traits and partisanship, while less focus on policies they proposed. Therefore, we hypothesize that:
H1: The press preferred to coverage the issue of candidates' personalities rather than the policies they proposed.
The Agenda-Building Effect and Blue/Green Press
Lang and Lang posited a central role for mass media in the agenda-building, observing reciprocity and interchange among policy actors, media personnel, and larger publics [6] . Agenda-building research is connected to agenda-setting theory, which argues that "the public learns the relative importance of issues from the mass media" [7] . In other words, agenda building studies examine the degree to which journalists' stories and public opinion can be shaped by outside forces [8] . Previous studies have indicated that the partisan orientation of media is account for the differentiated agenda in political campaign [9] . Therefore, it is necessary to consider the variable of media partisan orientation for testing the agenda-building effects of the televised debate.
In the context of Taiwan society, most media, particularly the press, have their own partisan orientation more or less, and generally can be divided into pan-blue and pan-green camps. The United Daily News and Liberty Times are two influential newspapers which are identified as blue and green media respectively by Taiwan citizens [10] . The other press China Times which was founded by one of the senior KMT member Yu is also normally considered as blue-camp media in Taiwan. In this campaign of Taipei Mayor Election, the KMT candidate Lien was naturally the representative of blue camp, while the political unaffiliated candidate Ko made the self-claim of "deep green". Actually the DPP had quit the vote and claim to support Candidate Ko. In this context, we assume that the green media are inclined to support Mr. Ko rather than other candidates. Therefore, according to the literature review above, we continue to propose the hypothesis:
H2: The issue importance emphasized by KMT candidate Lien is correlated with the agenda of blue press coverage.
H3: The issue importance emphasized by Independent candidate Ko is correlated with the agenda of green press coverage.
METHOD
The study adopts content analysis as instrument and tries test whether the ranking of issue salience in candidates' speech is correlated with the press coverage. We construct two-set samples: (1) transcripts of candidates' speech; (2) press coverage related to the two candidates from Nov. For the different type of media text, the units of analysis are varied: (1) according to the previous study of presidential speech [11] , we measure the issue salience by the length (words) ranking of each topic in the speech transcripts. There are 142 topics with the length of 22956 words (Ko: 10090; Lien: 12056) in total; (2) we measure the issue ranking of the press by the unit of each piece of news report, and the valid sample size is 872.
The followings are variables and measurements (TABLE I) : 
DATA ANALYSIS Press Coverage Followed Ko's Agenda
The data analysis proved the existence of agenda-building effects in this televised debate, but not both candidates successfully build the press agenda (TABLE II). By testing the Spearman rank correlation coefficient, the results indicate that Candidate Ko's speech in televised debate affected the agenda of the press (Spearman's rho=.676*), while the issues emphasized by Lien were not stressed by the press(Spearman's rho= -.115). 
Candidates' Images Overwhelmed Policies
The Figure1 indicates that both candidates Lien (50.04%) and Ko (52.57) spent more than half of the speech time to address the policies they proposed, but all the press focus on the personality traits (81.86%), whatever blue press (UDN: 83.04%; CT: 79.33%) or green press (LT: 83.19%)(Figure2). The results fully support the H1and suggest that the trend of image-oriented news coverage still not change in this campaign.
Press Partisan Bias Declined
The results in TABLE III indicate that both blue press United Daily News (spearman rho=-.160)and China Times(spearman rho=-.116), which denied H2. On the contrary, the agenda built by Independent Candidate Ko are correlated with all the three newspapers, whatever blue (UND: spearman rho=.722**; CT: spearman rho=.746**) or green press (LT: spearman rho=.698**). Although the results partially support H3, but also implies the declination of press partisan bias in this case. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Agenda-building Effect and Its Limitations
By comparing the issue salience, the study test the spearman rank correlations between televised debate and press agenda. The results confirm the existence of agenda-building effect, but this effect is limited because media still have initiatives to set their agenda to cater for audience. Shoemaker and Reese (1991) found that news sources could have a strong effect on the content of the news media, but no one can take control of the other [12] . As the evidences show, the issues of political reform, legality and morality that Ko' speech stressed were emphasized by the press as well, but it doesn't mean that media would passively follow the agenda built by candidates in television. Instead, whatever blue or green press are inclined to coverage the personalities they mentioned in the debate rather the policies they spent much time to address.
Media Political Bias and Beyond
The other potential factor may influence the agenda-building effects is consider to be the press partisan bias [13] . The study offers alternative evidence to what extent challenge this expectation in highly structured political context of Taiwan society. As we know, the blue-green partisanships have great impact on political orientation of media, particularly the press. The blue press United Daily News and China Times were supposed to support the KMT candidate Lien, but our data show the opposite choice. It is found that both the two blue newspapers ignored the issues that Lien stressed in the debate, and instead, they chose to follow the agenda built by candidate Ko. These results may imply a big shift of public opinion in Taiwan Society. It potentially suggests that the KMT candidates have already lose part of supporters inner blue camp. However, we still hesitate to draw the conclusion that the media are already beyond the ideological bias. In fact, even in this case, only examining the first-level of agenda-building effects (issue agenda) seems not enough to find out how did the candidates' speech affect the meaning constructions and attitudes (attribute agenda) of the press. And our further research will go deeper and tries to test the second-level agenda-building effects, in particular the affective attributes emphasized by candidates.
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